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As many of you are aware, tech companies worldwide have transitioned to

working from home in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, and interviews

have gone remotely.

Since 2014, thousands of Software Engineers have trusted Interview Kickstart

to help them uplevel in their career. To date, we have generated over $200

million in student-offers and helped our alumni transition into the most

competitive jobs on the market. 

We had a chance to catch up with some of our

alumni, instructors, mock interviewers, and career

coaches from companies like Facebook, Amazon,

Google, and Airbnb so that we could build the

ultimate Remote Interview Survival Guide.

In this 4-part ebook, we will share what we learned

about remote interviews, how you should set up your

“home office” for interview success, what could go

wrong, and other best practices to prepare you for

your next remote interview.

R E M O T E  I N T E R V I E W S  A R E  N O T  A  N E W

T H I N G .  T H E Y  A R E  J U S T  H A P P E N I N G  A T  A N

U N P R E C E D E N T E D  S C A L E  N O W .

PART 1 :

INTRODUCTION
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While this may feel foreign to us, video interviews have been a very common

practice for years, and it is important that we don’t delay our interviews.

Companies like LinkedIn, Google, Amazon, and others have used video

interviewing as a way to accelerate growth when opening offices in new

states or countries. Even local onsite interviews can have remote

components from time to time if someone on the panel is on a trip or

working from another building across the campus. 

The prevailing belief is that a good engineer should be prepared to solve

problems regardless of the circumstance and being prepared for remote

interviews can become your competitive advantage.

Be empathetic to their situation and use this as an opportunity to connect

with the interviewer on a personal level. 

You will need to make more of an effort to show your communication

skills and personality as some of this can be lost when you are not

meeting in person. 

Your interviews will not be anymore or less challenging than a traditional

onsite, and your odds of being hired or rejected are virtually the same. Pun

intended :-)

You’re not alone. Remote interviews can be awkward or even uncomfortable

for many interviewers. Here are three tips to make them feel at ease:

1.

2.

3.

7

D O N ' T  O V E R T H I N K  R E M O T E  I N T E R V I E W S .

R E M O T E  I N T E R V I E W S  A R E  A W K W A R D  F O R

S O M E  I N T E R V I E W E R S  T O O !

3

To get the best understanding of what to expect in any interview, it’s always

best to start with your recruiter. This is especially true when it comes to

remote interviews as you will need to handle many of the logistics on your

end. 

S T A R T  Y O U R  P R E P  W I T H  Y O U R  R E C R U I T E R .



Is there a preference between solving problems on a whiteboard, or can I

work directly through online tools?

Are there any preferred tools for video chat, coding, drawing, etc?

Can I use my own preferred tools?

Is there anything that the interviewers would like me to prepare to

validate my identification?

Am I in the same time zone as my interviewers? (e.g. Be sure that you are

starting at 9:00 AM PST and not 9:00 AM EST or CST)

What is my schedule for the day of the interview?

How many rounds should I expect and what will generally be assessed in

each?

Here are seven critical questions to ask:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Once you have an understanding of the company’s recommendations, you

can start to experiment with different setups and tools.

With our expectations properly set, let's take a closer look at your "home

office" set up, as well as some of the best tools you can leverage to ace your

remote interviews.
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Whiteboard Setup (For the purpose of remote interviews, both physical

whiteboards and paper Flip Charts will work)

Digital Setup

Good ol' pencil and paper

For actual coding/drawing, there are three primary configurations that can

work:

Build a setup that feels comfortable and effective.

W R I T I N G  C O D E  D U R I N G  R E M O T E  I N T E R V I E W S

With a Whiteboard Setup, we assume

that you’ll be writing code and

diagramming on a whiteboard. You will

want to place your computer and/ or

webcam on a desk with the camera

focused on a whiteboard. Similar to a

traditional onsite interview, you will

stand in front of the whiteboard and

use it to solve your problems.

In the Digital Setup, you will sit at a

desk and use screen-sharing or other

collaborative tools online while solving

problems.

PART 2: 

SETUP

Nail Your Next
Technical
Interview
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When it comes to using good ol' paper and pencil, we would recommend

using a quality webcam or overhead document camera to show an

interviewer your work. 

In either case, you will need to be sure that you have a strong internet

connection, a HD camera (computer or high quality USP camera), and the

tools to execute.

Note that you will need to ask the interviewer (or recruiter) if you can use your

favorite tools and if your setup works for them. Many interviewers will be

comfortable with this request as they want you to succeed. That being said, if

they do insist on their preferred setup, it will likely be fairly similar to your own

(assuming you follow the tips outlined in this guide. ;-) ).

Below is a list of recommended equipment you will need for each setup we

discussed:

W H I T E B O A R D  S E T U P

Whiteboard or Whiteboard Adhesive alternative products like FlipChart

Expo, (Black, Blue, and Red) whiteboard markers  

Pro-tip from a frugal tech startup, moonlighting as a school for software

developers: Keep your markers capped and store them upside down to

keep them fresh.

USB lapel microphone or wireless headset microphone 

Book, stools, or other elevated surfaces can also be used to add height to

the camera view.

With this setup we assume that you'll be writing code and diagramming on a

whiteboard.

For this setup, you will be using a PC and/or a tablet to do the coding and

drawing during the remote interview. Some of the tools below have

corresponding mobile apps. 

D I G I T A L  S E T U P
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https://www.amazon.com/s?k=whiteboard+adhesive&crid=2V1GDYK5N1RW9&sprefix=whiteboard+ad%2Caps%2C212&ref=nb_sb_ss_i_1_13
https://www.amazon.com/Post-Tabletop-563R-Portable-Premium/dp/B00006IA99/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2VVKOXLJXAEHM&dchild=1&keywords=flipchart+pads&qid=1585720718&sprefix=flipchart%2Caps%2C225&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Erase-Markers-Chisel-Assorted-Colors/dp/B00OQQ05RW/ref=sr_1_11?crid=9VRAQSHSM1AD&dchild=1&keywords=whiteboard+markers&qid=1584694616&sprefix=whiteboard%2Caps%2C218&sr=8-11
https://www.amazon.com/Wireless-Microphones-FIFINE-Microphone-Transmitter/dp/B074C125TN/ref=sr_1_4?crid=I6CIBU665Q92&dchild=1&keywords=usb+lapel+microphone&qid=1584692156&sprefix=usb+lape%2Caps%2C236&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=wireless+headset+with+noise+cancelling+microphone&crid=20GKX4SY7R95T&sprefix=wireless+headset+with+noise+%2Caps%2C209&ref=nb_sb_ss_i_1_28


Personal computers with monitors are preferred (as compared to laptops

or tablets) for coding interviews since they are generally easier to type

and view your code on a larger screen.

You will also want to choose a code editor that you are comfortable with.

CoderPad.io is one of the most popular, while Codebunk.com,

Collabedit.com, Codepair, and Google Docs are all options to look into.

Again, there is no right or wrong too. The goal is to find a tool that you are

comfortable with.

For Coding

Most video conferencing tools like Zoom have one built-in.

More great drawing tools: Draw.io is the one of the most popular, while

Bitpaper.io, Conceptboard, and ExplainEverything app (Our instructors’

favorite app for teaching) are also quite useful.

For Drawing

If you prefer a more old-school approach, feel free to build your solutions

in your favorite notebook and hold it up in front of the camera.

Or use an overhead digital document camera with USB or other video

streaming capabilities to give the interviews a live feed of your work.

G O O D  O L '  P E N C I L  A N D  P A P E R

Remember to have a couple of

extra pencils (and maybe some

extra paper) at hand.

Be sure to use fresh pens or

pencils with dark ink/lead and that

the room you are in is properly lit.

Your interviewers need to be able

to clearly see everything you are

writing or drawing on paper.
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https://coderpad.io/
https://codebunk.com/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw1Iv0BRDaARIsAGTWD1spvHahF93yy7K0yoqcmbZNi-iBZtUzr_jgTWihAsV5RpuHkp4JSYcaAmT1EALw_wcB
http://collabedit.com/
https://www.hackerrank.com/products/codepair/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/drawio-desktop/pebppomjfocnoigkeepgbmcifnnlndla?hl=en-GB
https://www.bitpaper.io/
https://conceptboard.com/
https://explaineverything.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Epson-DC-07-Portable-Connectivity-Resolution/dp/B01ESDYXHU/ref=sr_1_3?crid=VOVD1SCUNFER&dchild=1&keywords=document+camera&qid=1584694908&sprefix=document+cam%2Caps%2C216&sr=8-3


Now that we have a better sense of how we should approach our general

setup and some of the tools to test out, it's time to prepare for what could go

wrong.

In the next section, we'll discuss best practices for remote interviews and

how to plan for technical difficulties that can negatively impact your interview

performance.
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Most remote communication tools need just 2MB of steady bandwidth. So

anything more than that should be sufficient. Stability can be achieved to a

good extent with a physical ethernet cable. We would recommend that you

avoid wifi if possible.

Increased internet traffic or disruptions on either your side or the interviewer’s

can negatively affect bandwidth. Expect the internet connection to go down,

right when you need it the most. I suggest sharing your phone number with

the interviewer prior.

7

You check your internet connection -"searching." You are completely frozen.

She cannot hear you, and her frustration is building. This isn't good... what do

you do?

To help you prepare for and avoid annoying situations like internet failure, we

developed a few tips for you to follow.

PART 3:

TROUBLESHOOTING

I M A G I N E  T H I S .

I N T E R N E T

9

Zoom is by far the most popular video conferencing tool and it’s increasingly

becoming so due to its simplicity and quality. Be sure you’re familiar with

Zoom (we especially recommend their virtual backgrounds). Some companies

will continue to use the tools that they feel work best for their company

needs. e.g. Google will use Google Hangouts, Amazon will use Chime,

Facebook will use BlueJeans.

V I D E O  C O N F E R E N C I N G

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/210707503-Virtual-Background
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/google-hangouts/nckgahadagoaajjgafhacjanaoiihapd?hl=en
https://aws.amazon.com/chime/
https://www.bluejeans.com/


Log in 5 minutes early and provide the interviewer your phone number.

If the connection or audio is lagging, don’t waste time, switch to phone

and continue together via online collaboration tools.

Set expectations for how you would like to proceed in the event that

technical issues occur at the start of, or throughout the interview.

To be prepared for any technical difficulties, we advise you to do the

following:

Interviews can be nerve-racking, especially when there is the potential for

technical difficulties. If you find yourself feeling anxious leading into your

interviews, check out our piece on interview anxiety here:

https://bit.ly/3no9tBc

In our final section of this guide, we will go over our 11 best-practices for

remote interview success.

7

B E I N G  P R O A C T I V E  A B O U T  C O N N E C T I V I T Y

I S S U E S

10

https://www.interviewkickstart.com/blog/how-to-deal-with-interview-anxiety


PART 4: 

FINAL REMARKS

T O P  1 1  T I P S  F O R  T H E  R E M O T E  I N T E R V I E W

Create “eye contact” by looking directly into the camera. This will feel

awkward, but it will look natural on the other side.

Treat remote interviews like any other onsite interview. Ask questions and

guide the interviewer by explaining your thought process and solutions.

When it comes to communication, remember that both verbal and

nonverbal cues are important to get right.

Make an effort to smile, show enthusiasm, and engage in the

conversation. Don’t forget to also be positive throughout.

Practice proper posture with your chest up and chin high.

Demonstrate active listening by nodding and other affirmations.

When asking questions, leave some space to reduce latency or lag (as

opposed to interrupting with a comment like “Can you hear - wait - ok - I

think - wait, sorry go ahead”).

Need a break? Just politely request for one.

Don’t cheat. Being remote presents this opportunity. You may be tempted,

but if you have a cheat sheet or sneakily search online for information

during your interview, they may pick up on this. It may sound funny, but

we have heard horror stories of candidates being disqualified after

‘sharing the wrong screen,’ or after the reflection from their glasses

revealed foul-play. Avoid being one of those people.

If you are running out of time, ask if you can assume some function

signatures and not bother to run all test-cases.

When they ask if you have questions for them, be prepared as if you were

local. Questions are always good to have on hand as they demonstrate

interest for the position and company.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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Keep a pencil and a notepad next to you so you can take notes when

needed.

Turn off notifications (email, social media, Whatsapp, Slack, etc).

Water (in case you get thirsty with back-to-back interviews)

1.

2.

3.

3 A C C E S S O R I E S  T O  T H I N K  A B O U T :

Audit your performance by jotting down any notes about the interview. You

will be able to reflect and improve from one interview to the next.

# 1  P O S T - I N T E R V I E W  H A C K

COVID-19 and the resulting shelter-in-place mandates have created new

obstacles for all of us, and in many ways, video-conferencing technology has

provided a sense of normalcy. It has allowed us to maintain a level of

connectivity with family, friends, and colleagues that would otherwise have

been challenging to say the least. 

At Interview Kickstart, it opened the door for us to continue serving our

students, who remain as hungry and dedicated as ever. It has allowed us to

reconnect with alumni, faculty, and advisors, without whom, this guide would

not have been possible. You guys rock! 

Most importantly, it has allowed millions of people to continue working and

interviewing so that you may continue on your journey toward upleveling in

your career.

Remember that video interviews are quite similar to traditional onsites with

the added convenience for you and the interviewer of taking it from the

safety of your own home. It may take some getting used to, so we

recommend that you utilize your tools and set up during your virtual mock

interviews. 

F I N A L  R E M A R K S
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With a little planning and some attention to detail, your video interview will

feel like any other onsite. Only in this case, you won’t need to drive home to

start the celebration after a job well done.

If you found the lessons in this guide to be valuable, and feel that it could

benefit any of your loved ones, please share it with them.

As always if there is anything we can do to assist in your next career

transition, please reach out and let us know.

Happy Prepping! And, of course, stay safe, stay healthy.
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FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

@INTERVIEWKICKS

@INTERVIEWKICKSTART

SCHOOL/INTERVIEW-KICKSTART

@INTERVIEWKICKSTART

WWW.INTERVIEWKICKSTART.COM

https://twitter.com/interviewkicks
https://www.facebook.com/InterviewKickstart/
https://www.linkedin.com/school/interview-kickstart/
https://www.instagram.com/interviewkickstart/
http://www.interviewkickstart.com/

